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Disclaimer

The information in this presentation is confidential and proprietary to SAP and may not be disclosed without the permission of
SAP. Except for your obligation to protect confidential information, this presentation is not subject to your license agreement or
any other service or subscription agreement with SAP. SAP has no obligation to pursue any course of business outlined in this
presentation or any related document, or to develop or release any functionality mentioned therein.
This presentation, or any related document and SAP's strategy and possible future developments, products and or platforms
directions and functionality are all subject to change and may be changed by SAP at any time for any reason without notice.
The information in this presentation is not a commitment, promise or legal obligation to deliver any material, code or
functionality. This presentation is provided without a warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including but not limited to,
the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-infringement. This presentation is for
informational purposes and may not be incorporated into a contract. SAP assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions in
this presentation, except if such damages were caused by SAP’s intentional or gross negligence.
All forward-looking statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially
from expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which speak only
as of their dates, and they should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions.
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&
The Team.
Two industry leaders combine their
expertise in product lifecycle, supply
chain and asset management to
deliver unprecedented new
innovations and business models that
remove silos, and accelerate
industrial transformation.

The best of both worlds

•
•

The world leader in enterprise
application software and end-toend supply chain solutions, from
product design to operations. Built
on a digital platform that delivers a
completely intelligent enterprise
with the world’s largest business
network.

The leader in product lifecycle
software and digital
transformation, with expertise in
mechanical, electronic and
software engineering, Siemens
Digital Industries Software is an
innovation and technology leader
in industrial automation and
digitalization.

•

Dramatically improve
time to value

Design products with
real-time supply chain

Create a sustainable
product development
process

•

Create a single
digital thread

The digital thread that ties everything together
The holy grail of product and asset lifecycle management is born.

It’s been the dream of every manufacturer, product design team, and service
lifecycle manager to have a single digital thread that integrates all the real-time
information, feedback, performance, and data on a product from cradle to grave.
Now every downstream team will have in-the-moment access to what every other
group is doing. Processes will go from reactive to predictive.

Imagine…
Bringing products
to market faster by
collapsing supply
and development
times

Curating customer
sentiment for new
product design

Leveraging sensor
data to improve
design and predict
maintenance

Real-time
innovation that
maps to ever
changing market
landscapes

Having a true
digital thread
to ensure total
integration and
concurrency

An ethically and
environmentally
conscious product
development

It’s ready for
immediate
implementation

&
How the Partnership will Work
▪ SAP to begin reselling Siemens Teamcenter
software as its core platform for product data
management.

▪ Siemens to begin reselling SAP Intelligent
Asset Management and SAP Project and
Portfolio Management.
▪

SAP and Siemens will provide an integrated
digital thread across the product lifecycle for
their customers.

▪

SAP and Siemens remain committed to
supporting existing installed base customers
throughout their lifecycle

▪

Industry 4.0 Alliance
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SAP and Siemens Vision for Integration of Products and Processes
Integration
Product Development Intelligence

Business Intelligence

Engineering Collaboration

Business Collaboration and Sourcing

Multi-Domain Systems Engineering

Engineering (Sys Eng for Product Lifecycle)

Engineering Project Mgmt.

Enterprise Portfolio and Project Management

Should Costing & NPD Costing

NPD Costing and Product Lifecycle Costing

Variant Management & Configuration

Advanced Variant Configuration

Change Propagation

Change Management

Engineering Product Model & Process Model
(Mechanical, Electrical, Software)

Enterprise Product Model & Process Model

ALM

MCAD

Customer
Experience

Manufacturing
& Supply
Chain

Digital Core

Service Design / Engineering
ECAD

Simulation
and Test

Service / Asset Lifecycle Management

Integrated Material Management

Product Compliance

Engineering Visualization

Enterprise Visualization

Siemens
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People
Management

Network &
Spend
Management

SAP
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Community Blog Post
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SAP PLM Extension by Siemens
More Information
•

Press Release

•

Partnership Video

•

CEO Message Video

•

Community Blog Post
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Questions & Answers

Thank you.
Contact information:
F name L name
Title
Address
Phone number

Follow us

www.sap.com/contactsap
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